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Keep this very simple, there is nothing complex that needs to be done. The RTR has to be done at first priority. The below we can do for 2-3 days in order to help around with the efforts to douse the fires. The United States is now also sending troops to fight the fire.

Why the RTR needs to be first? Because we must need to keep the national attention and public consciousness going into the subject. This is the work of the enemy and they will be trying to make everything hard to leave the world's most precious jungle helpless, and delay help and so forth.

Now reportedly the situation has been worse in the last years, but as it appears now, the enemy will just run the operation full throttle to ruin the Amazon even more. It has started violently since 2005, but only recently the matter has been brought into the public attention. That is preposterous.

Imagine the water element dousing the fires in the Amazon. This must be intently imagined before the affirmation, or as one vibrates the runes.

You can imagine rain, flying aircraft that successfully puts the fire down, the fire just dying out and so forth.

Start by vibrating the following Runes everywhere from 10 to 100 times. Keep it in 10's. 10, 20, 30, 40 if you want to go for more, all the way until 100. For example, you can do 30 Logr, 30 Isa, and 30 Sowilo for this.

Go for the alteration of the rune that feels better for you. Sowilo can be SOL, Logr can be LAGUZ, ISA is very easy as it is.

The runes to use are Logr and Isa, Sowilo:

x10 vibrations of Logr or LAGUZ. LLLLLL-OOOOOO-GGGGGG-RRRRRRR or LLLLLL-AAAAAA-GGGG-UUUUU-TTTTTT-ZZZZZ
x10 vibrations immediately afterwards for IIIIIII-SSSSSS-AAAAAA
x10 vibrations afterwards for SSS-OOOO-VVVVVV-IIIIII-LLLLLL-OOOO or SSSSS OOOOO-LLLLLL

Then, after the vibrations are done, focus intently and affirm the following 1 or 10 times:

"The Amazon Jungle fires are now doused and put out permanently, completely and successfully.

The Amazon Jungle is safeguarded from fires, and is always safe.
Action is taken swiftly and decisively for the protection and sustenance of the Amazon Jungle, in an effective and peaceful manner.